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From Your Chapter Director
It’s that time of the year that we pause to Give Thanks and be
Thankful for blessings in our lives. A major change negatively
impacted my life this year yet there are many blessing for which to
be thankful. Christmas will be different at the Bryant’s household
this year but I will be surrounded by loving family members and
friends along with warm thoughts and memories. With that I say to
you Happy Holidays.
Following is my December 2016 article “Tis The Season” with a few revisions.
TIS THE SEASON
Tis The Season To Be Jolly. How often have we heard the phrase? What does it really mean
or more importantly, what does the phrase mean to you. We know ‘tis” is another way of
saying (it is), you hear the phrase during this time of the year so must to referring to
Christmas and we know there are many definitions of Jolly (cheerful, happy, jovial, merry,
etc.). So I will enjoy this Holiday Christmas season and clear my mind of any negative thoughts
or feeling and be happy. I will be cheerful, Joyful, Happy and have a Merry Merry Christmas.
So, I ask you to pause for a moment and ponder for a while deciding to be Jolly this Holiday
Season.
Tis the Season to be Thankful: There are so many things to be thankful for. Our lives, health
& strength, family, friendships, and the list can go on and on based you your situation. I want
to thank GWRRA NC-X members for the success of our chapter. Your participation,
engagement and volunteering is paramount. Thank you to our core-team (staff) volunteers
that has gone above and beyond to take care of their assigned responsibilities in addition to
assisting when and where needed to insure our chapter functions and events are successful.
Tis The Season For Giving: Open your hearts during this Christmas season and be mindful of
those that are less fortunate. Blessings come in many forms such as; monetary gift, material
gifts, friendship, visitations, kindness, recognition, offerings or sometimes as simply as a
smile. Regardless of how large, how small or in what shape or form. Be blessed and give love
this Christmas.
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We look forward to seeing many of you on the following upcoming dates. December 2nd on
the Gifts on Cycles ride to Goldsboro, December 3rd on the Rolesville Christmas parade,
December 9th at our chapter Christmas party and January 1st on the Sanford “S2”
Resolution Ride. The annual Polar Bear (TLC) ride to Mike & Jan Humphries is moved to
February 4th for the Super Bowl Party.
I want to thank all of you for all the support helping us keep NC-X strong. Merry Christmas to
all.

Until Next Month "Have Fun and ride safe".
John

From Your Educator
Practice The Scan

Constantly scanning your entire environment while riding, from instruments to mirrors to the
road ahead,to blind spots, to your right n left rear keeps you aware and in touch with your
situation,and therefore better able to react. Focusing on one area too long,watching only
behind or in front of you for instance is just begging for trouble.

Andre
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From Your Assistant Chapter Directors
This month I wanted to dig a little into the history of
motorcycles. When do you think the first motorcycle was
built/created? According to an article I found it was
1868. That was 149 years ago! I was surprised by that.
The following was copied from an article at the following
URL: https://www.totalmotorcycle.com/future
Start of copy:
Motorcycles are descended from the “safety” bicycle, bicycles with front and rear wheels of
the same size, with a pedal crank mechanism to drive the rear wheel.
The first motorbike was built in 1868. It was not powered by a gasoline engine, but by a
steam engine. Its builder was Sylvester Howard Roper. His steam-powered bike was
demonstrated at fairs and circuses in the eastern US in 1867 and did not catch on, but it
anticipated many modern motorbike features, including the twisting-handgrip throttle
control. There is an existing example of a Roper machine, dated 1869. It’s powered by a
charcoal-fired two-cylinder engine, whose connecting rods directly drive a crank on the rear
wheel. This machine predates the invention of the safety bicycle by many years, so its chassis
is also based on the “bone-crusher” bike. “Bone-Crusher’s” appeared around 1800, used ironbanded wagon wheels, and were called “bone-crushers,” both for their jarring ride, and their
tendency to toss their riders.

Sylvester Howard Roper 1869 Steam Cycle
The first gasoline-driven motorcycle was built in 1885.

World’s first gasoline-driven motorcycle, the 1885
Daimler Reitwagen
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Note (not part of article): There is a very interesting YouTube video of a replicate of the 1885
Daimler Reitwagen that explains how the bike worked and even shows it being ridden. Check
it out at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGiy0XcTPjk
1900-1955 — Creation of Current Large Motorcycle Companies
1902
1903
1946
1952
1954
1955

–
–
–
–
–
–

Triumph
Harley-Davidson (Harley-Davidson Motor Company)
Honda (The Honda Motor Company)
Suzuki (Suzuki Motor Co., Ltd.,)
Kawasaki (Kawasaki Heavy Industries)
Yamaha (Yamaha Motor Corporation)

1945-1985 — Motorcycle Growth
1945 – 198,000 motorcycles registered in the U.S.
1955* – 450,000 motorcycles registered in the U.S.
1958 – Over 500,000 motorcycles registered in the U.S
1962** – 646,000 motorcycles registered in the U.S.
1965*** – 1.4 million motorcycles registered in the U.S.
1970**** – 2.8 million motorcycles registered in the U.S.
1975***** – 5 million motorcycles registered in the U.S.
1985****** – 5.4 million motorcycles registered in the U.S.
1990******* – 3,650,000 million motorcycles registered in the U.S.
1998 – 4,809,000 million motorcycles registered in the U.S.
The motorcycle market was timed spot on for the baby boomer generation. In 1944-46,
servicemen (and women) were returning from World War II and has a thirst for life and living
and wanted to do more than settle down. Motorcycles were popular in WWII and people
wanted to try them, and they did and they sold in good numbers. But it was not until the
1960’s when their kids grew up that motorcycling took off like a rocket. 1962 arguably the
most famous and successful motorcycle campaign was launched on earth from Honda and it
changed everything. The “You meet the nicest people on a Honda” ads took North America by
storm! In just 3 years (1965), the number of registered motorcycle doubled, 5 years later
(1970) doubled again, and 5 more years in 1975 doubled again! From 646,000 to 5 million in
just over 10 years, thank you Honda!
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So to fully understand the BUST you need to understand the BOOM. For argument sake the
average motorcycle buyer in 1962 was 16-18 years old, they were happy with the cheap
50-450cc motorcycles of the time. Roads were being expanded on a massive scale across
North America as years progressed. They gained riding experience and wanted to go faster
and further than the small bikes would let them. So they moved up to larger motorcycles as
they grew older such as the 1969 Honda CB750K (750cc) and thus sales increased again. As
the 1970’s were here, even larger and more specialized motorcycles were produced and
again they bought. Standard motorcycled ruled the earth.
Unfortunately, as the 1970’s grew to a close the motorcycle industry was suffering as sales
dropped drastically. Those 16-18 year old in 1962 were now wanting to start families, settle
down and raise their own kids. Their spirit of adventure was put on the back burner. They
stopped buying and Motorcycle manufacturers started to panic. Motorcycle magazines from
the time (1979-1983) and manufacturers didn’t know the cause (we do today) and it was
spelling DOOM for the motorcycle industry. The manufacturers even tried new designs such
as the Cruiser, Tourer and Sport Bike, but few were listening. New motorcycles sat on the
sales floor for years, dealerships didn’t want to order more because they couldn’t sell what
they had already (even with very steep discounts). The manufacturers needed to sell what
they had too many of and discounted new motorcycles lower than the previous year(s)
models. It was bad…
That is why it is hard to find a good used 1980-1988 motorcycle.
Very Late 1980’s — The Motorcycle Rises Again!
It was bad near the end of the 1980’s. Sales were just horrible from 10 years before. Those
motorcycle dealerships who survived were in bad shape. But, there were a light at the end
of the tunnel that only a few foresaw.
Two things most unexpected happened. The baby boomers came back to motorcycling and so
did their kids. Seems they never forgot the fun and good times and with increased incomes
could now purchase large and more expensive motorcycles. Their kids also wanted to get
into the action and they did. Suddenly, things were looking up… but for how long?
The popularity of Cruisers and Sports Bikes took off which isn’t surprising when you look at it
closely. Older riders (baby boomer crowd) like luxury and comfort and don’t need the rush
of speed thus Cruisers. The younger crowd can take the riding position of the Sport Bike and
wanted the new rush of speed…
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The Standard motorcycle was being left behind the new race of owing a Cruiser or Sport Bike.
By the early 1990’s you almost couldn’t find a manufacturer offering one!
Present — Times Are Good.
Times are indeed good for motorcycle dealerships and manufacturers. We are now
approaching the highest registered motorcycle numbers yet again and the motorcyclists are
happy. We are seeing more and more models of Cruisers and Sport Bikes offered every year
and what is this? the Standard is back in the lineup and it is now the largest increasing sales
category. Today those “standards” are now fashionably called “Retro”, “Naked”,
“Streetfighters” but with their re-tuned sport bike engines, comfortable riding position and
do-it-all attitude, they are a glimpse into what is to come.
End of copy:
The article goes on to talk some about the future of motorcycles. The article is a bit dated,
since it was written in 2004, but is an interesting read.
Hopefully you learned something about the history of motorcycles, I did.

Roger and Sue Turner
Since it will be Christmas in a few weeks, here is some advice on what not to get your wife for
Christmas:

*Top Ten Gifts Your Wife Doesn't Want For Christmas*
10. A car wash kit
9. A table saw
8. Two all-day passes to Circuit City's Home Theatre Installation Seminar
7. A case of oil
6. Five-year subscription to Sports Illustrated
5. Custom engraved bowling ball
4. New outboard motor for fishing boat
3. Rambo Trilogy on DVD
2. New satellite dish with sports package
1. Three-year membership to Weight-Watchers Clinic
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From Your Membership Enhancement Coordinators
The Gift of One Another to One Another
Thanksgiving has come and gone. Thanksgiving traditions are
as varied as are households; crowded tables to deserted
homes; stuffed turkeys to honey hams, football watching to
Christmas shopping. Regardless of your traditions, we all have
many blessings for which to give thanks!
I hope you continue to take advantage of this season of thanksgiving (including throughout
Christmas) to consider those many blessings and make some personal history.
Speaking of history, this month’s article on NC-X history is focused on a house that appears to
be divided, much like those households that have a blue Carolina / red NC State banner
covering their mailbox.
But it didn’t start out like that, or maybe it did! Rick and Barbie Yost are actually lifetime
members of GWRRA; joining GW and NC-E (Cary) in 1994, after purchasing their first
Goldwing. Rick’s job later pulled them out of the Triangle, into NOVA (Northern Virginia) and
this is where they bought their first Harley. While in the DC area, he completed his IT career
with the Post Office; after which, Rick and Barbie retired in Franklinton and joined NC-X
(2009). Barbie was quite happy to move back to Carolina: “His job took us away, and later his
[lack of a] job brought us back.” While in GWRRA, they have together enjoyed camping trips,
midnight runs to Mayberry (Mount Airy), Polar Bear rides, WOTS and many dinner rides with
X, to name a few.
When Goose asked Rick to take over our web page, Rick responded “I’ll give it a shot,” for
Rick’s IT job had been in management, not programming. After learning a great deal by a
good bit of playing around with it, Rick became our second Web-master, a position he only
recently relinquished to Dolores Patterson, yet he remains involved as the site’s
Administrator. Rick fondly recounted winning the very first District mascot award in 2011.
Bob and Robin Maher (X members) sacrificed their bulldog as X’s mascot; the membership
rallied together to build a display, create a brochure, manufacture a resume, and Dorothy
Richards wrote a spirited little poem about Xavier.
Then, our very own troubadour, Rick put the words to music and recorded the Xavier song.
All of this effort to gather a few quarters (more than $800 worth) to give away to the O’Berry
Center! But everyone involved reports this was an awesome team experience! Here is the
website where a report and YouTube presentations can be found: Chapter Scrapbook. And a
wonderful thing is: Rick continues to grace us with his musical talents which began as a
teenager. Having taught himself to play and without a single guitar lesson, Rick and his sister
would lead in the Folk Masses of the Catholic Church to which his family belonged. The priest
would regularly build his sermons around the popular folk songs the Yost kids performed.
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Rick recalls playing Simon and Garfunkel’s Bridge Over Troubled Waters and the priest
explaining that bridge that covers all troubled waters is Jesus Christ, that he is the only
transport over troubled waters. No longer a kid playing in church, Rick now plays with WC and
the Bluegrass Jam which can host as many as 15 musicians at any given time.
Barbie, like Rick, has enjoyed the camaraderie that is at the heart of GWRRA. She was our
Care Bear for a while, stepping in and stepping up when needed. She is quick to say to me
“I’d be delighted to help in any way I can.” As a co-rider, she has enjoyed riding Rick’s Honda
and his Harley, as she finds both are quite comfortable. She is happy with the sound of the
Harley, yet she appreciates the quiet smoothness of the Honda. She spoke of her memories in
a more general nature than did Rick; she relayed interest in people as she told of delighting in
rainbows, enjoying mountain rides and praying as they passed traumas centers. She shared
the significance: their daughter, while driving home from college in early spring, happened to
see Rick as he purchased his first Wing. Then May 29th of that same year (that is, just a few
weeks later), their daughter lost her life in a tragic auto accident. On many of those early
rides, Barbie frequently saw trauma and hospital directional signs, arising bittersweet
emotions. On a lighter note, one of Barbie’s favorite activities is “going down to the river”
because this is where she and Rick spend most of their time with their son, (who, incidentally,
loves to fish and is not very interested in riding), and his family, including his in-laws. She
delights in spending time with his wife and her family. Barbie seems to thrive in relationships.
So where is the division? Rick enjoys the rides—he enjoys meeting some friends, going for a
great ride, visiting over food, and enjoying the return ride. Barbie, on the other hand would
prefer to drive the same route with the friend, only to then linger over the lunch table, just
visiting. (The journey then becomes for her as important as the destination.) they both love
traveling and exploring unknown regions. (Their vacations are spent RVing across the US,
currently they pull a bike; she’d rather pull a car.) Riding brings joy to Rick, living creatures
bring joy to Barbie. (She just acquired a new puppy, Abby Rose.) Rick appreciates the
freedom of the wind in his face, she feels completely encumbered by the all gear, all the
time, and especially her helmet. (She is perturbed by her own helmet hair.) Rick, when taking
their boat out, would say: “I wish I were on the bike.” (Barbie on the other hand loves the
water more than the road.)
Is this division really why we don’t see as much of them as we’d love to? Surely these are
some of the factors. But others include that they, like you dear reader and like me, are
getting older and less adaptable, less agile. Barbie is concerned about recovery from any
crash, especially as she hears about more and more of them. (Yet she rapidly admits Rick is an
extremely safe rider. And I will vouch for that!) Meanwhile Rick admits life is about priorities,
and he is getting more involved with his music, frequently playing gigs around town. (Rick
doesn’t ride with his Harley friends as much as he’d like to either. It takes at least an hour to
get Ray Price’s downtown. Just there and back is his ride.)
Can we expect to see them in the future? Indeed, we can! Rick still anticipates riding when
schedules allow, scheduled or impromptu. Barbie still enjoys the fellowship. You’ll find her
enjoying the events. Make sure you introduce yourself to these two warm, tender and
affectionate people, if you do not yet know them. They are indeed worth knowing!
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The red portion of mailbox banner announces: “Barbie’s attitude greatly impacts my riding”
while the blue portion clearly states: “I follow Rick’s activities.” These differences illustrate
the strength of marriage - one of the things for which many would delight to give thanks.
Their story and their sacrifice for one another recalls O. Henry’s famous Christmas “The Gift
of the Magi.“ The tale is centered on a couple, each person willingly surrenders their most
important treasure for pleasure of the other.
Merry Christmas one and all. May you find your days filled with love, peace and joy whether
riding or not!

Glenn and Joy

My GWRRA family really showed me what a family of friends we
are. My mother's passing was and still is difficult. During these
difficult times you showed your love and support in so many ways.
Many Thanks to all who sent condolence cards. I have read them
all and will always cherish them. Many of you said kind words that
gave me strength. You warmed my heart and helped me find my
smile. I am proud to call you all family.
Reminder: Write an article and submit it to me at
Editor@WakeForestWings.org
See Rosy's story on page 14 for a new and fun newsletter challenge.

Happy Reading!
Debra K. Lawler

Love you forever Mom

Click below and read Newsletters from:
North Carolina District
Region N, and
GWRRA Insight
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From Your Motorist Awareness Coordinator
Well, for many of us, the riding season has ended
and we’re putting our trusty bikes away for the
winter. However, for many others of us (myself
included), the riding season continues albeit with
shorter trips and those that will allow us to reach
our destination before all daylight has ended.
The fun of riding doesn’t diminish for us, but our awareness level should go up by plenty. The
dangers of late season riding are many including shorter daylight hours, the threat of leaves
on the roadway, cool to cold temperatures, and of course, potentially more cars on the road
because of holiday spending.
If you plan on riding during this late season, please adhere to these tips:
1. Be more cautious and slow your speed as necessary
2. Listen to your body as it speaks to you about rest, body temperature, visibility
3. Maintain greater vigilance as it relates to other highway users. Remember they are likely
concentrating on many other things that certainly don’t include whether there are
motorcycles on the road
4. Be even more courteous than normal. This is the time of year when patience is not a
virtue for most people who are hurrying to and from their destinations. They’re looking
for parking spaces, or the perfect gift, or some party or other function that takes their
attention away from driving.

I look forward to seeing you on the road in 2018. Please enjoy and fun, safe, and happy
rest of 2017.

Until next month,
Safe Riding! Brad
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From Your Ride Coordinator
The riding season has finally trickled down to just a few activities as the
weather gets colder and the leaves make riding more challenging.
However, it hasn’t completely shut down NC-X members. Many attended
the final Region ‘N’ district rally in Tennessee. I was unable to attend as I
was busy with my campaign for one of the Rolesville Town Commissioner
slots. However, everyone I’ve spoken to stated that they had a great time
and many of our X members were able to come home with some fine
winnings.
The newsletter will address this event elsewhere. We also had 6 bikes attend the Toys 4 Tots
event in Mebane, NC. In addition to the ride to Mebane, we were treated to a guided ride to
Yanceyville, NC where a mini-dragon ride presented us with some challenging twisties. The
twisties encompassed approximately 7 miles of curves very similar to the famed Tail-of-theDragon but on a much smaller scale.
This has always been a fun ride and this year was no different. After we returned from
Yanceyville, we ate hot dogs, listened to a presentation from a marine soldier who was
responsible for collecting and distributing the toys, then hoped for a chance to win the 50-50
purse.
There are no other scheduled rides for the month of November but in December we will ride
to Goldsboro to deliver money we’ve collected throughout the year to residents of the
O’Berry Center. That ride will be on Saturday, December 2. The following day, December 3,
we will participate in the 2017 Rolesville Christmas parade. We’ve been very fortunate to
have many participants in this parade and so far, since I’ve been riding in it, the weather has
been awesome! This year appears to be no different.
Also during the month of November, we held our annual ride planning session at my home. As
usual, those in attendance very enthusiastically brought great ideas of ride activities for
2018. The calendar has been filled nearly to capacity with activities. Hopefully each of you
will be able to attend some, If not all, of the ride events. Or if you’d prefer, please don’t
hesitate to suggest rides you’d be interested in. We’d love to hear from you.
We have no more chapter gatherings for 2017 but we will have a Christmas dinner. It will be
slightly different this year than in the past. It will be held at my home and the chapter is
picking up the tab. Look for the official announcement to come from Joy Kennedy and/or Joh
n Bryant for the details.
It has been an exciting year and I look forward to whatever next year brings. I also look
forward to seeing many of you at Christmas or some other activity soon.
In the meantime, please have a safe, happy, and fun holiday season.

Until next month, safe riding!
Brad
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Five Photograph Challenge
Here is the challenge to our chapter members. Send in five
photographs that best describe who you are as a person. This is a
great way for Chapter X members to really get to know someone.
If you are going to participate in the five photograph challenge
send them to Debra Lawler at Editor@WakeForestWings.org
The photographs can not be someone in your family (including our Chapter X family.) They can
be photographs you took or obtained via some public media, e.g. Facebook. These photographs
will tell more of who you are than any words could ever say.
Here are my photographs:

Stay Safe.
Rosy Rosenthal
Charter Chapter Member
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To Bluetooth or Not to Bluetooth
(follow-up to previous newsletter article)
This is an follow-up to a previous newsletter article on the same
subject. In previous article, I stated that I had purchased a SENA
SM-10 Bluetooth headset and that I was given a SENA Freewire
Bluetooth device that would turn your non-bluetooth Goldwing
motorcycle’s communication system into a Bluetooth communication
system. I spoke about the fact that I had success with the headset of
using my cell phone to make and receive calls but was having much
less success with getting the Freewire to communicate effectively
either with the CB radio or any of the other of the bike’s
communications systems.
Well, I’m happy to inform you that the problems I experienced were all based on user error.
I am now able to fully communicate with other bikers who have CB radios and to listen to
all the other communications aspects of the Goldwing through my headset. Here are some
of the problems I experienced.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Unable
Unable
Unable
Unable

to
to
to
to

hear my radio through the Bluetooth headset
hear other bikers who are using CB radios
communicate to other bikers via CB radio
listen to GPS information via my Garmin or cell phone

After working with the excellent folks at the SENA customer service center, I realized that I
didn’t follow the directions correctly on paring the devices. Even after properly paring the
devices, I still had trouble communicating with other bikers or my own bike’s
communications system.
What I found out speaking to customer service is that the order that the devices are pared
is important. The Freewire should be the first device pared with the headset before any
other devices such as cell phone or even other SENA headsets. That’s because the
Bluetooth devices go through a priority algorithm which might lock out other devices. For
instance, if I pare my phone first, any calls I receive will take precedence over GPS, music,
etc. If I pare the Freewire first, communications through that device will take precedence.
So, if I’m listening to music on my cell phone, and someone communicates with me via CB
radio, the music will be muted and allow the CB communications to take precedence.
Once I properly pared in the correct order, then tested the system, everything worked
perfectly, that is until I went on a ride with other Goldwingers. For some reason, nothing
was working on the entire ride. Once I returned home, I took a closer look at everything
and the problem/solution became painfully apparent. I had failed to properly seat the
chord into the Freewire device! I thought to myself, what an idiot!
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To prove the point that all was properly, on my next ride with my chapter, I was asked to
lead the ride, which I accepted because I was confident that all was working. Based on
the feedback from all the ride participants, the communications came through loud and
clear.
So, there you have it. Living proof that the SENA Freewire is an excellent choice for
anyone who is tired of the wires hanging from the rider’s and passenger’s helmets. This
device frees you from those encumbrances and allows you to listen to your music,
communicate with your passenger, talk on your cell phone, listen to your radar detector,
get GPS transmissions, and so much more without the use of wires. I whole heartedly
endorse this device and all the other SENA product line as working exactly as advertised.
Please don’t hesitate to call, text, or email me if you have questions on how this device
can work for you.

Until next time, safe riding!
Brad

Some members of the NC-X and GWRRA family need a little Tender
Loving Care. Please keep these folks in your prayers and transmit
all of your positive energy their way.
To all who need healing, not well and who have lost loved ones
in 2017. May you find comfort in knowing your GWRRA family of
friends are thinking about you.

Wedding Anniversaries
Roger and Dolores Patterson

Birthdays
Jan Humphries, 5th
John Hardymon, 20th
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Xavier's Rally Fun WOTS and X-Toberfest
The adventure begins with James and myself leaving for WOTS a
fews days before Debra. She had a work commitment that kept
her from leaving.
So off we go. Our first stop was at Cruizer's. We met up with
Andre and Sandie. What a fun ride it was getting to WOTS. When
we arrived the Haywood County Fair grounds in time to check in
and help our Chapter work registration. After working a few
hours we rode to the Best Western Smokey Mountain Inn to
check-in. Our room was really nice. We found a welcome bag
with snacks, water and cookies waiting for us.

Once we got checked in we headed back to the fairgrounds. We had to hurry to get in
line to ride to downtown Waynesville. We were given a warm welcome by Waynesville.
When we arrived in downtown we joined others for a FUN street dance. I saw many of my
GWRRA NC family of friends.

The next day there was a pie eating contest, mascot and jams and jelly judging. All of
the mascots won a ribbon. John won a ribbon for his home jelly.
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Again I visited with many friends, NC District Staff and last years Region N Couple of the year.
We laughed, hugged and had a FUN time.

The following day (Saturday) I went with James for a ride on the Rattler. Andre and Debbie and
Johnny joined him along with several other riders. WOW, was that FUN! The same same day
Debra arrived with Roger Patterson and two of his friends.
Unfortunately I was so tired by the time Debra arrived I had to take a nap. I didnot wake up
until the next morning. Then it was time to go home.
On October 31st we were just about to get on the bikes to ride to the Region N Fall Finale when
the phone rang. We were told Debra's mother did not wake up after surgery. So we quickly
moved everything to the truck and made our destination Indiana. Sadly, by the time we got
there her mom was on life support and was not going to recover. A few days later her mother
passed. It was a very sad two weeks. I did not know her family was so big. There were a lot of
tears and memories shared by all. I was glad I was there. I gave Debra a lot of hugs.
Shortly after we got back we rode to Toys for Tots. It was the best therapy we could have asked
for. The friends who greeted us were so supportive and loving. By the time we got back home
Debra had found her smile again.
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NC-X “Participation”
Region N Rally 11/2 - 11/4
John and Janice Bryant
Deetra
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
Wake Forest Gathering NC-X
John Bryant
Joy Kennedy
Brad Bradford
Johnny and Debbie Hilliard
John Rooney
Roger and Dolores Patterson

Garner Gathering NC-F2 11/16
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
Ride Planning Meeting
John Bryant
Joy Kennedy
Brad Bradford
Andre Eason
John Rooney

Smithfield Gathering NC-C2 11/7
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
Rocky Mount Gathering NC-Z 11/14
John Bryant
Joy Kennedy

Durham Gathering NC-H2 11/16
John Bryant
Toys For Tots11/18
John Bryant
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
Brad Bradford
James and Debra
Lawler Andre Eason
John Rooney

Selma Lunch Ride 11/28
Glenn Kennedy

Remember the key is to PARTICIPATE”. Participation = FUN.
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Gold Wing Road Riders Association
NC-S2
Heartland Wings
3rd Annual New Year’s Resolution Ride
Soup Cook-Off
January 1, 2018
Broadway Community Center
1149 S Main St. Broadway, NC 27505
Registration starts at 10:00am
Monthly gathering at 1:00pm
50/50

Games

Door Prizes

Soup Cook off

Country Ride Silent Auction

1st Place -75.00
2nd Place - $50.00
3rd Place - $25.00

Registration is $10.00 per person.
Liability Release: I/We hereby agree to conform and comply with the ideals governing this event
and agree to hold harmless the GWRRA, co-sponsoring organization, and any other property
owners for any loss or injury to self or property in which I/we may become involved by reason of
participation in this event. I/We also agree to assume responsibility for any property in which
I/we knowingly damage.
____________________________________________ _______________________ _
Rider GWRRA # Exp. Date Chapter
____________________________________________ ________________________
Co-Rider GWRRA # Exp. Date Chapter
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Wake Forest Wings, NC-X Calendar December 2017
+Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednes
day

Thursda y

Frida y

1

Saturday

2
Gifts on Cycles
O’Berry Center
10:00 am NCS2 Sanford

3
Rolesville
Christmas
Parade 2:00
PM – 3:00 PM

4

5
6:30pm NC-C2
Smithfield
Chapter visit –
Cruizers 5:30
PM

6

7
6:30pm NCD Greenville

8

9
Chapter
Christmas
Party 6:00 PM
At Brad House

10
No Monthly
Gathering –
Golden Coral
5:00 PM

11

12
6:30pm NC-Z
Rocky Mount

13

14
6:30pm NCH2 Durham
6:30 NC-F2
Garner

15

16

17

18

19
Breakfast Ride
9:00 AM

20

21

22

23

27

28

29

30

6:3pm NC-E
Cary

24
12:30pm NCK2 Fayetteville

25

26

Merry
Christmas

Birthdays
this Month

Anniversaries
the Month

Jan
Humphries
John
Hardymon

Roger &
Dolores
Patterson

Rick Yost
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Support All Our Advertisers
11016 Capital Blvd., Wake
Forest NC 27587
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Thank You to our Sponsors.
Please support our sponsors
when you are in need of the
Products and Services they
provide.

Your Ad Could Go Here!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wake Forest Wings (GWRRA Chapter NC-X) is located in Wake Forest,
NC. Our Newsletter is circulated to a diverse group of people all over
North Carolina and is also sent to the Region staff that resides in North
Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, Tennessee and Kentucky. In
addition, your advertising will appear on the Chapter’s website
(www.wakeforestwings.org).
The advertising rates listed below are for 12 consecutive months – 12
issues and can be modified anytime without additional charges.
 Business card - $25.00
One quarter page - $50.00
 One half page - $75.00
Full page - $100.00
Please contact newsletter editor, at editor@wakeforestwings.org

____________________________________________
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Deputy Director
Bob & Nan Shrader
floridadd@msn.com

Appalachian Region
Region N Team
Directors Region N
Glenda & Alan Keough
g.keough@live.com

National Team
Director of GWRRA
Anita Alkire
director@gwrra.org
Rider Education
Bob & Althea Berry
director-re@gwrra.org
Director Of Training
Clara Bolt
toledotriker@gmail.com
Membership Enhancement
Larry & Penny Anthony
mepgwrra@gmail.com

North Carolina
District Team
District Directors
Cindy & Roy Bryant
rcbryant@suddenlink.net

Assistant Directors, East
Austin & Peggy Gauthier
austing@mac.com
peggyrm@icloud.com
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